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1. Introduction. This paper is a rather brief account to investigate the method to
decide dimensions of topological spaces with some restriction. We give, first, three conditions,

each of which is equivalent to the fact that a metric space has dimension S n. If a metric

space R is the sum of the closed subsets F.. i=O, 1, "', k, and f continuous mappings

of F i into S·, we obtain a sufficient condition in order that a continuous extension of fo
over R exist. Finally we also give a necessary and sufficient condition in order that 1]

hereditarily paracompact space have strong inductive dimension ~ n.

Terminology and notations are based on J Nagata [2J.
2. Dimension of metric spaces. ThrOllghout this section all spaces are metric

unless the contrary is explicitly stated.

LEMMA 1. Let:l3= {VaIa<'l'} be an open collection of a topological space R such

that ordB(JY)~n. Let Fo=Vo and Fa=Va-U {V"I f3<a} for a<'l'. Then .:f={Fala<'l'}
is a closed collection with ord:f ~ n+ 1.

Proof. The closedness of Fa is clear. Let p be a point of R. We suppose pEVa and

p$V" for every f3<a. Then we have p$Fr for every r>a. If pEF" for some f3<a.
then it follows from p$ V p that pEV"- V,,=B(V,,). Therefore we have ord .:fsn+1 by
virtue of ord B(JY) < n.

It is well known that covering dimension (dim) and strong inductive dimension (lnd)

coincide for general metric spaces. We.also note that R has dimension <n if and only if
for any locally finite open covering U of R there exists a locally finite open covering
:fj with ord JY::::;:n+ 1, :13< U (Theorem 11. 6 of [2]). This theorem was originally proved

for any normal space by C. H. Dowker Cl].
Now we are ready to show conditions to decide dimension of metric spaces and this

will be of some interest in the relation between dimension and the locally finite open
collections.

THEOREM 1. In a metric space R the following conditions are equivalent.

(I) dim R=lnd R ~ n.

(2) For every locally finite open collection {Urlr<'l'} and closed collection {Frlr<'l'}

in R satisfying FrCUr for every r<'l', there exists an open collection {VaIa<-r}

such that

FrcVrcVrCU"
ord {B(Vr) Ir<-r} < n.

(3) For every locally finite open covering {Ur Ir<-r} there exists a closed covering

.:f= {FrIr<-r} of R such that
FrcUr for every r<-r, ord :f ::::;: n+ 1.

(4) For every locally finite open covering {Ur Ir<-r} of R there exists an open
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covering .l:S'= {Vrlr<'t"} of R such that
VrcUn ord.Tt < n+1-

Proof. (l) implies (2): We denote the binary covering {Ur. R-Fr} by Ur. SincE
1\ {Ur Ir<1:} is a locally finite open covering by virtue of the first part of the proof ir
Proposition II.5.B of [2J, we can easily see that the statement holds. (2) implies (3): Le\
{Urlr<'t"} be a given locally finite open covering of R. In view of the normality of R

there exists a closed covering {Grlr<'t"} such that GrcUr for every r<1:. From the
hyp):±1 s J, we can construct an op~n covering {Vrlr<1:} sati3fying GrcVrCVrcUr, ord

{BCVr)lr<1:} ::::;: n for every r<1:. Let Fo=Vo, Fr=Vr- U {V"la<r} for r<1:. By
virtue of Lemma 1, 5'= {Frlr<1:} is the desired covering. (3) implies (4) and (4)
implies (1): In view of Proposition n. 7. C of [2J and Dowker's Theorem, it is clear.

Let a space R be the sum of two closed sets F1 and F2. Let f1 and f2 be continuous
mappings of F1 and F2 into S", respectively. If dimfplftCp)=I::.f2(p). pEFlnF2}~n-l.

then f1 can be continuously extended over R (Proposition llI.3.C of [2]). We can

generalize this proposition as follows.
THEOREM 2. Let a metric space R be the sum of finite number of closed subsets

Fi• i=O, 1, "', k, a,nd fi continuous mappings of Fi into So. If

dim {plgj(p)=I=fi+l(p), pEFj+In(FoUF1U···UFJ)} < n-l

for any mapping gJ> j=O, 1, "', k-l, of FoUF1U"'UFj into S", then fo can be
continuously ('xtendzd over R.

ProfJj. We shall carry out the proof by Proposition III.3.C of [2]. In case j=O, since
fo and fl are continuous mappings of Fo and F1 into So, respectively, and dim {pi go(p)

:::j::.f1(P). pc::F1nFo}Sn-1, then putting go=fo we have dim {plfo(p)=I=f1(p), pEF1nFo}

<n-1. Hence there exists a continuous extension hi of fo over FoUF1• In case j=1, we
can easily see that there exists a continuous extension h2 of hI over FoUF I U F2• By
repeating this process, we have a continuous extension h. of h._lover R. It is the desired
extension of f <r

CoROLLARY. Let a space R be the sum of finite number of closed subsets F i , i=O,

1, "', k, and fi continuous mappings of Fi into SR. If
dim F I <n-l,

then fo can be continuously extended over R.
3. Dimension of non-metrizable spaces. The purpose of this section is ready to

extend the theory of dimension in metric spaces to somewhat more general spaces.
Throughout this section we consider only T 2-SpaCes.

LEMMA 2. If for any open covering 'U= {Ui Ii=1, 2, "', k} of a normal sjJtUe R
there exists an open covering {V;\i=1, 2, "', k} such that

VICUi , dim BCVI ):::n-1, i=1, 2, "', k,

then R has covering dimension < n.

•
Now letting B= U B(Vi ), then B is a closed set with dim B::::;:n-1 by the general

;=1

sum theorem. Therefore this Lemma can be easily proved by virtue of the process of the
proof in Proposition VII. 2. A of [2].
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We prove the following proposition by applying the concep~ of the strong inductive

dimension. It does throw a dim relation between covering dimension of a space R and
strong inductive dimension of each members of an open cove:-ing.

PROPOSITION 1. Let U={Uili=I, 2, "', k} be any open covering of a normal

space R. If Ind Ui:S: n, then dim R~n.

Proof. Let {G, Ii= 1, 2, "', k} be an open covering of R such that CiCUi. Since

R is normal, there exists an open covering {V; I i= 1, 2, "', k} such that ViCG;.
Thus Vine; and (R--G,)nCi are disjoint closed sets of C i. Since IndCi~n, there

exists an open set W, of G, such that Vi C W i C G" Ind B.;~CW;)< n- 1. Since
dimB(W;)~IndB(W;)~n-I and Ind Bc,(W.)=Ind B(W;), it follows from Lemma

2 that dim R ~ n.

Now we consider a finite open covering of a normal space R. Let {Gi Ii= 1, 2, "', k}
be a closed covering of R such that GicU" i=I, 2, ... ,k. By virtue of Theorem VII.

1 of [2J we can obtain an open covering {W,li=I, 2, "', k} satisfying G;cW;cW,
,-I

CUi' ord {BCW;) I i=I, 2, ''', k) ~ n. We define F,=W,- U W" then we have-
;=1

ord{F,1 i=I, 2, "',k)) :S:n+I. Therefor~ we can obtain the following.
PROPOSITION 2. In a normal space R the followings are equivalent.
(1) dim R~n.

(2) For every open covering {Uili=I, 2, "', k} there exists a closed covering

;r= {F,li=I, 2, "', k) of R such that

F;cU" i=l, 2, "',k
ord If ~ n+1.

(3) For every open covering {Ui Ii=I, 2, "'" k} there exists an open covering

:&={V;li=l, 2, ''', k) of R such that

V;cU" i=l, 2, "', k
ord 'h s:: n+ 1.

PROPOSITION 3. Let Cl' 1=0, 1, "', k, be closed sets of a normal space R such that
dim G/:S:n-l. Let {Fi li=l, 2, ... k} be a closed collection and (Uil i=I,2,"', k) an
open collection such that

F;cUi, i=l, 2, "', k.
then there exists an open collection

'h={Vili=I, 2, ''', k)
such that FiCViC'ViCUi

ordp B(:&) :::: n-l for every pEG/.

This can be proved by Proposition VII. 1. B. of [2]. In case 1=0 and Go=R, we have
Theorem VII. 1 of [2J.

Next we consider dimension of a hereditarily paracompact space R. Suppose {Fr Ir<T}
is a locally finite closed covering of a paracompact space R. Then we can construct a

locally finite open covering {Pr Ir<T} such that FrCP, for eVery r<T. Therefore from
the sum theorem for strong inductive dimension we have the following.

LEMMA 3. Let (Fr Ir<T) be a locally finite closed covering of a hereditarily
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paracompact space R such that

Ind FT < n for every r<1:.
Then Ind R < n.

LEMMA 4. Let {F"la<p} be a countable closed covering of a hereditarily
paracompact space R such that

Ind F. < n for every a<p.
Then Ind R < n.

This Lemma is obtained by a similar argument preceding Lemma 3. Here we denote
by N the set of natural numbers containing zero and by w the ordinal number of N, then
I.t means w+ 1. Combining Lemma 4 with Lemma 3 we obtain

PROPOSITION 4. Let {FT Ir<-r} be a locally countable closed covering of a hereditarily
paracompact space R such that

Ind FT < n for every r<-r,
then Ind R::::;: n.

Now we state a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a hereditarily para
compact space have strong inductive dimension~ n.

THEOREM 3. A hereditarily paracompaet space R has strong inductive dimension
<n if and only if for every locally finite open collection {U" IaEr} and closed

collection {F" IaeF} of R satisfying

F"CU" for every aEF
there exists an open collection {V" IaeF} such that

F"cV"CV"CU" for every aEr,
Ind BCV,,) < n-l.

Proof Necessity: Since F" and R-U" are disjoint closed sets of R, from the definition
of strong inductive dimension it is clear.

Sufficiency; Let F and G he disjoint closed sets of R Since R is paracompact, there

exists a locally finite open covering U={U"laeF} of R such that S(G,U)nF=q,. By
virtue of the normality of R, there exists a closed covering 3'= {F" Ia IaeF} satisfying
F"cU" for every aEF. By the hypothesis we have an open covering :f:J= {V. IaEF}

such thch F"CV"cV"cU", Ind BCV.) < n-l for every aeF. Let B=U {B(V,,)laE:F}.
Then by Lemma 3, B is a closed set with Ind B < n-l. Let V=S(G,:f:J) and:f:J= {V"laE
F}, then B(Y) cB, since :f:J is locally finite in R. It follows from Ind B < n-l th;Jt
Ind B(Y) ~ n-l. Thus V is an open set of R such that GcVcR-F. Therefore

IndR~n.

COROLLARY. A hereditarily paracompact space R has strong inductive dimension
::::;: n if and only if for any locally finite open covering {U"laEF} of R there exists

an open covering {V"laeF} of R such that

V"cU" for every aEF,
Ind BCV,,) ~ n-l.

LEMMA 5. Let :f:J= {Vr IreF} be an open covering of a topological space R such

that
ordB(:f:J)::::;: n.
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Let ~r== {B(Vr) nV aIaE:F} for a fi:;':~'d r, then ~r is an open cove ring of B(Vr)

such that

ord {BB(Vr)(Ha) IHaE::&r} ~n-l where Ha==B(Vr)nVa.
Proof. Let p be a point of B(Vr). If n members of {BBCVr)(Ha) I HaE:~r} contain

p, this leads us to ord B(~) < n +1. It is a contradiction.
The following proposition will be of some interest to see its covering order in the

boundary of an open set.

PROPOSITION 5. Let '11== {Vr<-rj be a [oealt) finite open covering and:&= {Vr I
r<-r} an open covering of a hereditarily paracompact space R such that

vrcVr for every r<1;
ord {BeVr) Ir<-r} ~ n.

Then there exists an open covering W== {Wa Ia<-r} of B(Vr) such that

ord W~n,

WacVanB(Vr) for every a<-r.
Proof. Let ~r== {BeVr) nV aIa<-r} for a fixed r. By virtue of Lemma 5, ~r is an

open covering of BeVr) such that ord {BB(vr)eHa) IHaE:&r} ~ n-1. Let Fo==HoB(Vr>, md

Fa=H~B(Vr) -U{Hp l,8<a} for a<-r. From Lemma 1, 3'"= {Fa Ia<-r} is a closed

covering of BeVr) such that ord 3'" <n. On the other hand, {B(VrJ nV aIa<-r} is a
locally finite open covering of BeVr) such that FacBeVr) nV a. By virtue of Proposition
n.7. G of [2J we can construct the desired set W where HaB(Vr) is the clo~llre of Ha in
the subspace B(Vr).
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